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THE ALGONKIN AFFINITY OF YUROK

AND WIYOT KINSHIP TERMS
BY

E. SAPIR.

INTRODUCTION

In his study of the kinship systems of California ' Kroeber includes

an account of the Yurok system.
'

2 In discussing its general features, he

remarks :

"The Yurok system stands quite apart from any other yet recorded in

California. The failure to distinguish between grandparents, grandchildren,

uncles, aunts, nephews, and nieces according to their male or female

lineage seems extraordinary after acquaintance with the kinship reckon-

ings of the other Californians. Civilized influences cannot be thought of

in this connection, for if there is any tribe in the state that preserved

the substance of its old life intact until recently it is the remote Yurok.
" Separation of relatives in the male and female line is so frequently

accompanied bjr a development of true reciprocal expression in Califor-

nia, in the Great Basin region, and in the Southwest that the two phe-

nomena must be taken in connection. As might be anticipated, the

Yurok evince little feeling for reciprocity, not only in the kinship classes

just mentioned but in the other group which lends itself readily to reci-

procal formulation, the relatives by marriage. This is the more remar-

kable because in the Oregon region, as instanced by the Takelma and the

Chinook, systems of California-Plateau-Southwestern type seem again

to prevail. It is necessary to look as far as the Coast Salish, or the

tribes of the eastern United States, before terminologies of the general

plan of the Yurok one are again encountered. As the Yurok are Algonkin,

the interesting problem is raised whether it is possible that they have

1. A. L. Kroeber, California Kinship Systems, University of California Publications

in American Archaeology and Ethnology, vol. 12, pp. 339-396, 1917,

2. Op. cit., pp. 374-376,
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brought the outlines of an ancient system with them from this presumable

eastern source of origin, and succeeded in maintaining the same for an

undoubtedly long period in an entirely different cultural setting.
"

Further on in his paper ' Kroeber classifies the Californian kinship sys-

tems treated by him into three groups : a southern group, consisting of

Mohave and Luiseno ; a northwestern group, consisting, so far as he

knew, of Yurok alone ; and a large central group, comprising b}r far the

greater number of kinship systems in the state. Of the second of these

groups he remarks :

« The northwest Californian type, if Yurok may be regarded as indi-

cative of such a one and is not merely representative of its own particu-

larity, disregards the distinction of cross and parallel relatives and reveals

virtually no impulse toward reciprocal expression. The Yurok, to put it

differently, come much nearer ourselves and the majority of Plains

Indians than do any central or south California people in thinking in

nearly every instance of the sex of the denoted relative and only rarely of

the intermediate one.

The facts brought forward by Kroeber raise a most interesting ques-

tion. If, as I attempted to prove several years ago, - Yurok and Wiyot

are outlying members of the Algonkin linguistic stock, it becomes a

fascinating problem to ascertain whether or not the kinship systems of

these tribes are comparable, structurally and linguistically, with the sys-

tems of the Algonkin languages in the narrow sense of the word. It is

hardly to be expected that tribes so remote in geographic and cultural

respects as the Pacific and Plains-Atlantic groups of Algonkin peoples

should exhibit any very close parallelism in kinship terminology, nor

would the lack of such parallelism necessarily militate against the cor-

rectness of the genetic linguistic hypothesis. Positive evidence, however,

tending to connect the two groups of kinship systems would constitute

welcome confirmatory evidence for this hypothesis.

Since Kroeber's Yurok data have been published, E. W. GilTord has

collected another set of Yurok kinship terms. This set corroborates

Kroeber's in nearly every case, besides suplementing it on several points.

Differences will be noted as they occur. A set of Wiyot terms has also

been obtained by Gilford. A study of Kroeber's Yurok material and of

Gilford's manuscript Yurok and Wiyot data, kindly put at my disposal

by the collector, has still further convinced me of the Algonkin relation-

1. Op. nit., pp. 378, 379.

2. E. Sapir, Wiyot and Yurok, Algonkin Languages in California, American Anthropo-

logist, N. S., vol. XV, 1913, pp. 617-646.
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ship of Wivoi and Yurok. Nol only arc general similarities of kinship

kype apparent, as Kroeber's remarks would lead us to surmise, I >u I many

of tlif specific terms themselves are bo similar as to leave little doubt of

their genetic relationship. Incidentally, the new data corroborate a num-

ber of phonetic laws suggested in my previous paper. " *

1 shall present the specific linguistic comparisons first, then a brief

comparison between the Yurok, Wiyot, and Algonkin kinship systems.

I. Comparison between yikok, wiyot, and algonkin

KINSHIP TERMS -

I. W. yi-dac " my father. " -dac probably consists of stem -da- and suf-

fixed -c ; cf. W. -dar and Y. lac below (n° 2). yi- is first person singu-

lar possessive.

1. Op cit., pp. 639-646.

i. Abbreviations :

W. — Wiyot Del. = Delaware

Yur. = Yurok G. V. = Gros Ventre

Kick. = Kickapoo

Mai. = Malecite

Mic. = Mictnac

Mont. — Montagnais

Aim. = Abenaki Nat. = Natick

Ar. =^ Arapaho Oj. = Ojibwa

Bl. = Blackfoot Pen. = Penobscot

My Algonkin sources are as follows :

Cree : A. l.aeomhc, Dictiotinaire de la Laiigue des Cris, 1874 (see his " Liste des noms

de Parente, " pp. 664-671).

Fox : W. Jones, Algouquian (Fox), Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 40,

pari t. 1011, pp. 73.'i-873 [passim).

Kickapoo : W. Jones, Kickapoo Ethnological Notes, American Anthropologist, N. S.,

1913, pp. 332-33!) (see " Terms of Belationiship, " pp. 333-335).

Ojibwa : Bishop Baraga, A Theoretical and Practical Grammar of the Otchipwe Language,

1S78 (see pp. 55-61); also passim in A Dictionary of the Otchipive Language, 1878.

Delaware : D. G. Brinton and A. S. Anthony, A Lenape-English Dictionary, 1888

probably Unami dialect ; Anthony's supplementary forms are Munsi) ; E. Sapir,

MS vocabulary obtained in 191 1 at Six Nations Beserve, Ontario (according to Michel-

son, either Unami or Unalachtigo dialect). My own forms are epioted as Del. (S).

One or two Delaware forms that go back to Zeisberger are also taken from Trum-

bull's Natick Dictionary.

Natick : J. II. Trumbull, Natick Dictionary, Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulle-

tin 25, 1903.

Penobscot, Abenaki, Malecite,Micmac and Montagnais: F. G. Speck, Kinship Terms

and the Family Band among the Northeastern Algonkian, American Anthropologist, N. S.

1918, pp. 143-161 ; E. Sapir, MS vocabularies of Abenaki, Malecite, Micmac, Monta-
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Y. (Kr) l tot " father " (vocative), we-tot-oc (perhaps better -toto-c) " his

father ;

" Y. (G) tot " father " (vocative), -oc occurs frequently in Yurok
as kinship suffix ; it is probably diminutive and perhaps comparable to

W. -c oi-dac. we- (in some forms u~) is third person possessive. Y. tot

(-toto-) is probably reduplicated from *to-.

Abn. n-dadan " my father ;

" Mai. n-dadad. Algonkin *»-, *ne- is first

person singular possessive. Abn. -daddn is obviously reduplicated from

*-dan, which probably contains suffixed -n(see W. -dar below and Algon-

kin forms for " daughter, " n° 2). Algonkin reduplicated *-tata- cor-

responds to Y. tot. (It is tempting to connect with these Wiyot, Yurok,

and Abenaki-Malecite forms also Cree n-ottd-wiy -' my father, " vocative

n-otta ; Mont, n-ota'-w'v , an Algonkin *-ofa~- being made to correspond

to W. -da-. Cree and Mont, -wiy, -wi' are suffixed elements, as indicaded

not only by vocative -otta but by analogous forms for " mother, " see

n° 3. It is practically certain, however, that Cree-Montagnais -ofa'- is

developed from Algonkin *-o'sa- ;
cf. Fox n-osa, Kick. n-60a, Oj. n-oss,

Del. (S) n-ux'zva, Nat. n-oosh, Mic. n-utc. Algonkian *o
isa-w- is implied

not only in Cree-Montagnais but in Ar. n-eisa-na (vocative n-eixa), G. V.

n-iM-na, in Algonkin terms. *n-o'
e
se-wa' ; with analogous suffix is Ar

and G. V. n-ei-na "my mother. " Another example of Cree tt corres-

ponding to Algonkin '.$• is Cree -utte- " to go, " cf. Fox -nsa-, Oj. -osse-.)

2. W . yi-dar " my son " < -dan (W. r and n interchange constantly).

Kroeber, in his Wiyot vocabulary, 2 gives dar, dan- as u father; son.

Though not corroborated by Gilford's data, this may be quite correct and

would be parallel ,in its reciprocal significance, to W . yid-okar " mother,

gnais, obtained in 1911 at Pierreville, Riviere du Loup, Cacouna, Pointe Bleue res-

pectively, quoted as (S).

Blackfoot : G. C. Uhlenbeck, passim in Flexion of Substantives in Blackfoot, A Preli-

minary Sketch, Verhandelingen derKoninklijke Akademievan Wetenschappen te Ams-
terdam, Afdeeling Letterkunde, N. R., deel XIV, n° 1, 1913 ; and in Some General

Aspects of Blackfoot Morphology, a Contribution to Algonquian Linguistics, ibid., deel XIV,

n° 5, 1914; C. Wissler, The Social Life oj the Blackfoot Indians, Anthropolog-ical Papers

of the American Museum of Natural History, vol. VII, 1911, " Relationship " on

pp. 14-10 ; L. Spier, Blackfoot Relationship Terms, American Anthropologist, N. S., 1915,

pp. 603=607.

Arapaho and Gros Ventre : A. L. Kroeber, The Arapaho, Bulletin of the American

Museum of Natural History, vol. XVIII, 1902, pp. 9, 10 ; Arapho Dialects, University

of California Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology, vol. XII, 1916,

pp. 71-138.

1. Kroeber's forms are indicated by (Kr) ; Gifford's by (G).

2. University of California Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology,

voUX,1911, pp. 406-423.
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daughter" n " •! . \Y. -dar, -dan- is doubtless to be analyzed into -da-

see n" I ) and Buffixed -r, ->/-.

Y. (G) ne-tac " my child " vocative . Probably to he analyzed into-to-

and diminutives, postvocalic form of -oc seen". I). It may thus be mor-

phologically identical with conceptually reciprocal \\\yol -dac " father"

Q o.
I

Cree n-tdn-is " tny daughter ;

" Mont, n-dan-c', Kick. ne-t&n-eH-a
t
voca-

tive uc-iaha ; Oj. nin-ddn-iss ; Del. (S) n-thrn-y.') ; Nat. nut-tami-es ; Bl

.

)ii-ty.ii>hi ; Ar. na-t&ne, vocative mi-ta ; G. V. na-ian. Cree -w, Mont, -c,

Oj. -/.v.v, Del. -2O, and Nat. -« are forms of Algonkin diminutive suffix

*-&r- ; this element occurs frequently in Algonkin kinship terms. Algon-

kin *-la-n " daughter " is doubtless analyzable into *-/«•- and suffixed

-11- las in YV. (/«//- " son"). This is directly suggested by vocative -taha,

-Id of Kickapoo and Arapaho, which implies an old stem-/fl- {-ha is voca-

tive, cf. Kickapoo vocatives ne-gmhi and n-oclhi from ne-giui-()-a " my son
"

and n-oci-Q-em-a " my grandchild "). Proto-Algonkin *-tan- must be

presumed to have originally meant " child " (probably as reciprocal to

" father land to have become specialized in its significance either to

" son " (Wiyot) or " daughter " (Algonkin proper), while in Yurok

its close relative -la-c preserved a more primary genetic significance.

Note to n°* 1 and 2. It is impossible to fail to recognize that n os

I and 2 are, in origin, identical terms. The stem *ta- originally seems to

have denoted both " father " and "child " (perhaps, with strict recipro-

city, "' man's child "). The following table presents its history :

Bare stem : Kick -Id-ha " daughter.

With -c suflix : W. -doc " father; " Y. -tac " child.
"

With -// suflix : W. -dan " son ;

" Algonkin -la
-

n- " daughter.

Reduplicated : Y. lot " father; " Abn . -dada-n "father.

3. W. yi-d-oka-r " my mother, daughter. " Stem probably -oka- with

intervocalic -d- and suffixed -r (cf. -dar in n° 2). (In his grammatical

sketch of Wiyot. Kroeber does not explicitly refer to intervocalic -d- after

possessive prefixes before vowels, but it is implied in baluwi" boat
,

rtt-d-aluwi " my boat, " hi-d-aluwi " your boat. " It occurs so frequently

as apparent stem initial in Wiyot kinship terms that it can hardly be con-

sidered other than a prefixed or intervocalic element. In other words, it

would be identical with Algonkin -t- employed under precisely parallel

circumstances, e. g. Cree ni-t-, n-t-, Fox ne-t-, Oj. ni-nd-, Abn. n-d-, Bl.

ni-t-, ni-ts-). GifTord gives yidukutk for " my niece (endearing)
;

perhaps this is only a phonetic variant [yi-d-ukwy.-) of yi-d-oka- " mother,
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daughter " with diminutive suffix -tck, -tk. Kroeber, in his Wiyot vocabu-

lary, gives gwaic for " mother ;

" perhaps this is abstracted from a form

yi-d-ogwa-lc(k). It seems possible that -oka- became labialized to -okwa-,

-iihu-, -(o)gwa- (^-sounds frequently become labialized to fot>-sounds after

o, u in America).

Y. (Kr) kok " mother " (vocative), u-kok-oc (perhaps hetter-koko-c)

" his mother, " we-ts-eko " his mother ;

" Y. (G) kok " mother " (voca-

tive), ne-ts-eko " my mother " (reference), u-kok-oc is probably more endear-

ing in tone than we-ts-eko. kok (-koko-) is reduplicated from *ko- ; cf. tot

{-toto-) in n° 1. -eko- of we-ts-eko seems to correspond to W. -oka-, -ts-

may be an intervocalic element analogous to Wiyot -d- and Algonkin -t-

(see above) ; Y., -ts- may be assibilated from original -t- (Yurok inter-

change between t and ts is exemplified in qoxt-o " one month "
;
qoxts-emoi

" one fathom
;

" toon-o " four months "
: tsoon-amoi " four fathoms ").

Cree ni-kd-wiy
'

' my mother, " vocative n-ega ; Mont, n^-qa-w'v ; Fox

ne-gy-
a (stem -gi-) ; Kick, ne-gy-a, vocative n-dgy-e ; Oj. nin-gd " my mother,

"

o-gi-n " his mother, " vocative nin-ge; Ottawa ' nir
t
-ga-shi " my mother,

"

o-ga-shi-wan " his mother ;

" Del. guka " mamma, mother, " Del. (S)gik' i

,

gi'k'a
1

(g- <C.f]-g~) "my mother, " Munslgichk (i. e. gixk) " my mother,
"

gahowes (i. e. gao-we-0) " mother; " Nat. ma-has" my mother ;
" Pen. ni-

ga'-wd-s ; Mic. n-kv-tc ; Bl. ni-ksi-sta (-ksi- regularly assibilated from *-ki-
;

Wissler gives as plural ni-ksostak " my mother and her sisters ") ; Ar. neina

" my mother, " G. V. neina (these forms go back to *ne-ki-wa' ; -k- regularly

disappears and Algonkin w, as always, becomes «), vocative Ar. naq

(•<Algonkin *ne-ka' ; cf. Cree). These forms point to three distinct but

related stems in Algonkin : *-ka'- or *-ka- (Ojibwa, Ottawa, Natick, Ara-

paho), often with-zy- suffix (Cree, Montagnais, Munsi, Penobscot) ; *-ki-

(Fox, Kickapoo, Ojibwa, Micmac, Blackfoot), with -w- suffix in Ara-

paho and Gros Ventre ; and reduplicated *-kik'a- (Delaware-Munsi). Voca-

tive *n-s'ka, *n-t'ki- 2 (Cree, Kickapoo) is probably merely rhetorically

lengthened *ne-ka*ne-ki~ " my mother ;
" on the other hand, it may repre-

sent a fourth stem form, *-z'ka-_ (-z'ki-), comparable to Yurok -eko (see

above). Presumably *-ka- and *-ki- originally varied in some manner ana-

logous to Oj. nin-gd " my mother, " ki-gd " thy mother, " o-gi-n " his

mother ;
" Ar. n-ei-, na-a (Algonkin *ne-ki-, *ne-ka'). —-Comparing Algon-

kin with Wiyot and Yurok forms, we find that Algonkin *-ka'-, *-ka-

(e. g. Oj. nin-gd) corresponds, on the whole, to W. yi-d-oka-r ; Algonkin

*-ka-sse-, with diminutive suffix (e. g. Nat. nw-ka-s), to W. yi-d-oka-tc(k) ;

1. Ottawa forms are sometimes given by Baraga.

2. I use e' for the Algonkin prototype of Cree e, Fox a, Oj . e, Arr/' , ei.
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Algonkin *-kik'a(Q. g. Del. gik'a'} l<> Y. kok (-hoko)
;
perhaps also &]gon-

kin*-e"ibi- to V. ne-ts-eko. Algonkin *-/,/- forms and forms with -w- sullix

seem to Qnd no analogues in. California.

i. \V. yi-d-utdk " my child ". In his Wiyot vocabulary Kroeber gives

tsik, tdk, tsak " child. " These forms are probably variants of Gilford's

rutciksnd related to il as Kroeber's g(w)a-tc " mother " is related to Gif-

I'ord's -oka-r (see n" 3). It may be that in both cases Kroeber obtained

genuine absolute forms parallel to Giflord's -u- forms with possessive

prefix. Presumably Utdk is to be analyzed into -utci-k ; for-A-suffix, cf.

n« 19,27.

Gree n-t-oj-'un " my (man's) brother's son
;

" Mont, n-t-oc-dm " my
nephew, " n-1-oi-Jm-sqne-m " my niece " (literally, " my nephew-female ")

;

Oj. ni-nd-oj-ini " my (man's) brother's son, ni-nd-oj-im-ikwe-tn

" my (man's) brother's daughter " (literally, " my nephew-female "),

ni-n-d-dj-im-iss " my (woman's) sister's son, daughter ;

" Pen. n-d-u'S

<' my daughter, " n-d-o^-vm-vs " my (man's) brother's daughter,

(woman's) sister's daughter "
; Abn. n-d-os

ie my daughter, " n-d-o^-i'm-i's

" my (woman's) niece ;

' Mai. n-d-os " my daughter, " n-d-o^-vm-i's

" my (man's) sister's daughter, (woman's) brother's daughter ;
" Mic.

n-t-us " my daughter. " These forms point to Algonkin *ne-t-o'S " my
daughter " (possibly originally '* my child ") ; with possessive suffix, ne-t-

0'%-em" my nephew, niece " (often specialized dialectically : man's parallel

nephew, parallel nephew or niece, parallel niece, woman's niece, cross-

niece). Its restriction to females in Eastern Algonkin dialects is doubtles

secondary, as indicated by Gree and Ojibwa cognates.

5. W. (Kr) ivatcc-r " girl. " -r is probably suffixed as in yi-da-r (n°. 2)

and yi-d-oka-r ( n° . 3 )

.

Gree awdsi-s, aiudsi-ss- " child, " n-t-hwdsi-m-is " my child " [-m- is

possessive) ; Pen. aivxs-i's " little child, " n-d-awq^m " my sister's

son '" (male speaking), " my brother's son " female speaking)
; Abn. (S)

aosi-s " child "
; Mai (S) wa- sis "child, " also (from Speck's data) n-t-9wai-3m

'• my sister's son " (male speaking), " my brother's son ' (female

speaking) ; Mic -

(S) nndji-zva'd j-i'tc " child ;
" Ar. hanax-a d-hi i " boy "

(banax- < *haivas-). These forms point to Algonkin *aiva' s{i)-*wa's{i)-, as

absolute always with diminutive -sse-. Probably related to this *wa'si-

is incorporated *-os- (*-o%-) " child "
: Gree -os- (e. g. peyak-os-dn " an

only child, " kik-os-cw " she has a child, she is pregnant ') ; Oj. -o'nj-,

-onj- (e. g. nin mane-onj-e " I have no children, " nin nij-onj-e " I have

two children ").
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Note to n°*. i and 5. Speck remarks in regard to Penobscot n-d-u's

and its Eastern Algonkin cognates :
" Possibly a worn-down form of

n-d-awxs' ' my creature. ' Gf. n-d-awqsv s ' my child. ' " This etymology

does not seem implausible, but the contraction would have to be consi-

dered of great age — not Eastern Algonkin merely or even Algonkin (in

its narrow sense), but proto -Algonkin. Wiyot watce-r " girl'' : yi-d-utci-k

" my child " corresponds remarkably to Algonkin *{a)wa's " child "
:

*ne-t-o's " my daughter, " *ne-t-o's-em " my nephew, niece. " There is

only one hitch, phonologically speaking, and that is perhaps not insuper-

able. In those Algonkin languages that have nasal consonant groups (e.

g. Ojibwa, Delaware, Natick, Penobscot-Abenaki) Algonkin *{a)wa's-

appears with nasalized s : Pen. n-d-awq\-im " my cross-nephew, " n-d-

awqs-i'S " my child, ' Abn. ags-is " child, " to which corresponds Oj.

incorporated -dnj-. Algonkin *ne-t-o~s, however, always appears with unna-

salized s : Oj. nin-d-oj-im, Pen. n-d-ws, Abn. n-d-os. The validity of Speck's

proposed etymology depends, at last analysis, on whether or not Oj. -onj-

" child " is related to Oj. -oj-irn " nephew, niece.

6. Yur. (Kr) n-oukcu " my child ;
" Yur. (G) n-ooksa " my child " (ad-

dress). If -cu, -sa is a suffixed element, it may be possible to connect -ouk-,

-ook- with Yur. (G) ne-ko " my dead child, sibling. " In other words, the

simple stem (*-o'ko-) would be best preserved in the term for the deceased

kin. This seems very doubtful, however, and -ko of ne-komay be connect-

ed rather with kotl (koL) in Waterman's kotl n-oukcu " dead my-child,

my deceased nephew.

Cree ni-kos-is " my son ;

" Mont. n3-yuds ; Fox ne-gwis-a
, vocative ne-

gwt 1

; Kick. ne-gw'-Q-a " my son, brother's son, '' vocative ne-gwihi ; Oj.

nin-gwiss ; Del. quis " son " (i. e. kivid), Del. (S) giui'b-xd " my son
;

Mai. no-gwus ; Mic. n-qim ; Bl. n-okos-(a) " my child " perhaps to be

understood as no'-ko'-s) ;
Ar. nt-i " my son " (vocative ; <C *ne-kwi, cf.

na-q,, n° 3) . These forms point to Algonkin *-kwiss-, weakened in some

dialects to *-kwess- (whence labialized -kwuss-, -koss-) . It is quite pro-

bable that -ss- is diminutive (such forms as Cree ni-kos-is, Del. ^w/'G-aO

would then be double diminutives, common enough in Algonkin) and that

the simple stem *-kwi- appears, as vocative, in Fox and Kickapoo {^gunhi

is formed from -gwi- as -tdha from la-n ; see n° 2) . Bl . n-oko-s may cor-

respond closely to Yur. n-ook(sa), pro to-Algonkin *n-o'hin-, *n-0'hve-) or
t

more likely, it may be merely labialized from *ne-kiue-ss- (cf. Mal.wo-ou'/m).

6a. Yur. (Kr) ne-megwahce " my boy, son.

Nat. mukka-tchouk-s " boy ;

" Narragansett ' muckqua-chuck-s " boy,

1. Narragansett forms are quoted by Trumbull from Roger Williams' '' Key.
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nuni-mitckqud-chitck-s " my son. umn-iiuick-iese " my son. " In phonetit

orthography these forms are : makkartcak-s ; mzkhua-tcak-s, nx-tnakku&'-

tcxk-s, na-rnvkk-i's. This Last form is identical with Mohegan nx-makk-is
• my son. " ' These forms point to Algonkin *makkwa- ; cf. Yur.

megwa-.

7. Yur. (G) ne-gnemem " son " (reference). U-gnemem can be analyzed as

-g-nemem with prefixed -g-, -k- (cf. ne-k-tsum " my nephew ;
" further

ne-me-k-lsum " my deceased nephew, " ne-me-ke-kts-eu " my dead grand-

mother "), -nemem would correspond to

Nat. wun-naumon-uh " his son, " nun-naumon " my son ;

" Pen.

n-cmon " son, ' n-emoui-i'm-i's " brother's son ' (male speaking),
11 sister's son " (female speaking), " spouse's nephew ;

" Abn. n-amun
" son, " n-amun-i'm-i's " sibling's son " (female speaking). How Pen.

-rmon and Abn. -aman are to be reconciled with Nat. -naumon (read

probably -na'nion) is not altogether clear, though there can be nc doubt

that all these forms are closely related. Perhaps n-cmon and n-amun are

really n-nrmon and n-namun or reformed from these originals. Algonkin

*-na'tnon, as compared with Yurok -g-nemem, may be due to dissimilation

from *-na-mom.

8. Yur. (G) ne-mehi " daughter" (reference)
; Yur. (Kr) ume " girl

"

(e. g. wonoyek-c-ame " sky-in-girl ").

Del. amem-ens (i.e. amem-en§) " child, " Del. (S) ami'm-sn(t)Q " child.
''

Del. -sn9 corresponds to Oj. diminutive -ens, nasalized form of ~(i)ss-.

Algonkin *ainr-m- would be related to Yurok -mehi precisely as Algonkin

awa'si- (see n°. 6) is related to Wiyot watce-r

.

*

9. W. yi-bilco-tc " my grandfather, spouse's grandfather, "
yi-bitco-x

" my grandparent's brother, great-grandfather ;

" Kroeber gives bitco-

tcker " grandfather. "
-tc, -tck- of these forms is diminutive ; for -er cf.

nos 2,3,o. -x of -bilco-x may be a compounded form of -dux " sibling
"

(n° 11).

Yur. (Kr) ne-pits-oc (perhaps better construed as -pitso-c in view of W.
-bitco-tc) " my grandfather. " ne-me-pets-eu

4i my dead grandfather ;

"
-(p)c

is diminutive. Yur. (G) nc-pits " my grandfather, grandparent's brother,

great- grandfather. " It is possible that Yur. -pits is to be analyzed into

-pi-ts, with diminutive -ts (cf. -kii-ts, n° 10 ; -rame-ts, n° 21 ; -wey,i-ts

1 . See F. G. Speck, Notes on the Mohegan andNiantic Indians, Anthropological Papers
of the American Museum of Natural History, vol. in, 1909, p. 194.
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n° 18), -pi-ts-oc being doubly diminutive like -ku-ts-oc If so, it must

have been re-formed on the analogy of -ku-ts " grandmother, " from an

older *-pitso- as proved by both Wiyot -bitcb- and Algonkin *-mlco'-.

Proto-Algonkin *pitco'- or *petco'- " grandfather, " it is barely possible,

may be preserved also in Yur. (Kr) ne-pce-ts " my father, " u-pci-ls " his

father, " Yur. (G) ne-pce-ts " father " (reference), -ts being diminutive
;

Yur. -pce-ts, -pci-ls might go back to an old *petco'-ts " little grandfather.
"

Cree ni-muso-m- " my grandfather
;

" Mont, ns-mocu-m ; Fox ne-mecb-m-es
;

Kick, ne-meco-'a, ne-mecb-m-e^-a " my grandfather, " vocative ne-mec° ; Oj.

ni-tnisho-m-iss " my grandfather ;

" Del. muchomes(i. e. muxo-m-e®) " grand-

father ;
" Pen. m-mo'su-m-os " my grandfather; " Abn. n-maho-m,nd-mou-

m ; Mai. n3-mo i

su-m-3s ; Ar. na-baci-bd(-ha) ; G.V. nd-besei-p. In Penobscot

and Malecite " grandfather " is also used for " stepfather. " Closely

related forms are sometimes used for '' paternal uncle "
: Oj. ni-mishb-me

;

and '' father-in-law" : Kick, ne-mecb-m-a. These forms point to Algonkin

*meco'~ ; long -o'- seems vouched for by Fox and Kickapoo, also by Ji-

and -ei- of Arapaho and Gros Ventre (Algonkin /(-vowels regularly deve-

lop to f-vowels in Arapaho-Gros Ventre and Cheyenne *), and corresponds

to -o-(long and open) of Wiyot bitcb-. -m- and *-ess- are possessive and

diminutive sullix respectively : *nieco'-in-(ess-). For Wiyot-Yurok p,b :

Algonkin m, see Sapir, Wiyot and Yurok, Algonkin Languages of California,

p. 640, and cf. n° 15.

10. W. yi-d-oko-tck " my grandmother, spouse's grandmother, " yi-d-

oko-x " my grandparents sister, great-grandmother ;

" Kroeber gives

gb-tck-er " grandmother. " -tck is diminutive, as usual (cf. further yi-ga-

tck " father's brother, " yi-djuu-tck " nephew ") ; -x " sibling " as in n°

9 ; -er as in n° 9. This leaves -oko- as stem, absolute form perhaps in

Kroeber 's gb-tcker (cf. n° 4) ; -oko- possibly occurs also compounded in

yi-d-ok-gas " grandchild.
"

Yur. (Kr) ne-kuts-oc " my grandmother, " ne-me-ke-kts-eu " my dead

grandmother ;

" Yur. (G) ne-kuts " grandmother, gi-andparent's sister,

great-grandmother. " -oc is diminutive ; -kuts is, all probability, compo-

sed of -ku- and diminutive -ts. Of the two diminutive suffixes, -ts and -(o)c,

used in Yurok kinship terms, -is is evidently an older element, corres-

ponding to Algonkin *-ss- ; -(o)c is used more freely and amalgamates

less closely with the stem.

1. This is only one of a number of distinctive traits that Arapaho and Cheyenne

have in common. I hope to show in a future article that Arapaho and Cheyenne are,

in all probability, not two major divisions of Algonkin but members of a single

major division.
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Creen-okku-m " my grandmother; "Mont, n-oqu-m; Kick. n-O'ko-meQ-a

" my grandmother, " vocative n-o
l

ko ; Oj. n-oko-m-iss, vocative n-oko \

Del. ohu-m (misprint foroibt-?) " grandmother; "Nat. oktt-mm-es; Pen.

n-o'h-»i-.>s •• my grandmother ;

" Abn. n-oh-m-Js ;
Mai. n-o'fo-m-Js ; Mic.

n-Oyo-m-i'tc ; Ar. n-ei-bii-ha ; G. V. n-ii-p'. In Penobscot, Abenaki,

Malecite, andMicmac " grandmother "is also used for " stepmother.

Closely related terms are used in many Algonkin dialects for " pater-

nal aunt "
: Mont, n-oqu-m-uc ; Nat. oku-mm-es ; Pen. n-o'^h-m ; Abn.

n-oh-m ; Mai. n-o'fo-m. Also for " paternal uncle "
: Cree n-okku-m-is

;

Mont, n-oqu-m-ttc. And • mother-in-law" : Kick, n-o'ko-w-a. All tbese

forms point to Algonkin *-okko- (or *-o
i

ko-), with possessive and diminu-

tive suffixes : *-okko-m-ess-. Arapaho n-ei-bd- and Gros Ventre n-ii-p' go back

lo*n-oko-n;e-', -k- disappears (cf. n° 3) and resulting contracted '-o'- deve-

lops to -ei-, -ii- (cf. n° 9) ; Ar. -ha is probably diminutive.

11. W. yi-dux " my sibling, ' maternal half-sibling, step-sibling
;

second cousin, fourth cousin ;

" Kroeber gives this term as dok " bro-

ther, sister. "It is not clear wheter yi-dux is to be so analyzed or as

yi-d-ux with intervocalic -d- ; cf. yi-bitco-x and yi-d-oko-x (nos 9,10), in

which u of -ux may have contracted with preceding o.

Pen. n-dohan-'r m-i' s " my younger brother, younger sister ;

" Abn. ni'-

dokan " my older brother. " Algonkin *-tok-eskw- " sibling-female, sister
"

is found in : Nat. wu-tuk-squ-ob, ive-tuk-ishqu-oh " her sister " (-oh is obvia-

tive) ; Del. wi-tg-ochqu-all li her sister " (i. e. wi-tg-oxltw-al ; stem -tg-<i

-tok- ; -oxkiu- is " woman, female, " cf. uxkwdu " woman ;

" -al is

obviative). Pen. and Abn. -dokan- may be analyzed into -dok- (cf. Del.

-tg-) and suffixed -an- (cf. Algonkin *-ta'-n-, n° 2) ; -rm- and -i's are

respectively possessive and diminutive suffix. Abn. ni'd- and Nat. weet-

(wet-) and Del. wit- may possibly point to composition of radical -ok-

withwrf-" together with " (cf. n° 29), Abn. ni'd- being then contrac-

ted from *ne-wi'd-; Pen. n-dokan-, however, seems to offer difficulties,

unless it is assumed that it is contracted from older nid-. Algonkin *-tok-

(perhaps better *-t-ok) seems to have meant originally " sibling " without

distinction of sex or age (cf. Wiyot -dux, dok) ; it gained such distinc-

tions by means of qualifying suffixed elements.

12. Yur. (Kr) ts-eibke-ni " younger brother, younger sister ;
small,

ne-eihke-u " my younger brother, younger sister ;

' Yur. (G) n-eike-u

" my younger sibling " (address), -id is clearly a suffixed element ; cf.

1. " Sibling" means " brother or sister ".
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perhaps Wiyot -r,-w- (nos 2, 3, 5, 9,10) and Algonkin -n- (n os 1,2,11,12).

ts- is puzzling ;
it is barely possible that ts-eihke- is compounded of isi-

(stem of tsits, n° 13) and -eihke-.

Fox n-Vka-n-a " my friend ;

" Kick. n-l
l

ka " intimate term of address

between men ; "Oj. n-ikd-n-iss " my friend, brother, " w-ikd-n-iss-an " my
friend, brother. " These terms point to Algonkin *-ikka- (or *-i

i

ka-) ; for

suffixed -;/- cf. nos
1, 2, 11 ; -iss- is diminutive. It is difficult not to

connect with these also Mic. n-tci'g9n3-m " my younger brother ;

" its

analysis is puzzling, aside from possessive -m, but -tci'gW- may perhaps

be explained as -tc-i'ga-n?-, -r&- being equivalent to Oj. -n- of -ikd-n-iss-,

-i'g3- to Oj . -ikd- and Fox-Kick. -} {

ka, and -tc- unexplained
;
possibly

n-tc- <C*ne- t- before z-vowel.

13. Yur. (Kr) tsits, telle (vocative) " younger brother, younger sister,
"

nc-tcotc-oc " my younger brother, younger sister; " Yur. (G) Icite '' very

young sibling " (address). Yur. tsits, tctic probably consists of radical tsi-,

tci- and diminutive -ts ; -tco-tc-oc is a double diminutive, like -ku-ts-oc

(n°10).

Cree ni-si-m " my younger brother, younger sister
;

" Mont, ni'-cv-m

" my younger brother, younger sister ; brother, sister (in general) ;
" Fox

m-si-ma 1, " my younger brother, younger sister,
"'
u-si-m-txn " his young-

er brother, younger sister ;

" Kick, ne-bi-ma-
1,

a ; Oj. ni-shi-me ; Del.

chesimus " younger brother, younger sister " (i.e. xeQ-im-uQ ; Algonkin s,

ss appears in Delaware partly as x, partly as 6), Del. (S) n-xe'tQ-m-xQ

" my younger brother, younger sister ; ''Nat. wee-sce-m-uss-oh " his young-

er brother, younger sister ;
" Mohegan l n-ghees-um " my younger brother,

younger sister " (i. e. n-xi'S-am) ; Abn. ni'-tce-m-i's ; Mai. n-o'si'-m-i's
;

Bl. ni-sis-Ca) " my younger brother, younger sister " (female speaking),

o-ysis " her younger brother, younger sister, " Wissler ni-ssiss-a " younger

brothers and sisters " (female speaking). Here doubtless belong also Ar.

na-ha-ba-bad " my younger brother, younger sister, " G. V. n'q,-bd-b-y i

«Algonkin *ve-se-ine-ss-, closely parallel to Natick ; ior Ar.-G. V.

-ha- <CAlgonkin *-se- see Ar. -hei-, n° 22). There are clearly two distinct

Algonkian prototypes : *-si'-m-(*-si-m-, -*se-m-) (Cree, Montagnais, Fox,

Kickapoo, Ojibwa, Natick, Abenaki, Malecite, Arapaho, Gros Ventre)

;

and *-si -ss-, *-siss-,\\ith or without possessive -in- (Delaware, Mohegan,

Blackfoot). Either may be followed by diminutive -ess- (Natick, Abenaki,

Malecite, Arapaho, Gros Ventre ; Delaware). In all probability Algonkin

si'SS-, *-siss- consists, like Yurok tsits, of radical *-sr- and diminutive

1 . From Trumbull.

*
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-ss-. This diminutive formation must be extremely old, perhaps proto-

Algonkin, for it is followed hy possessive -m- (*-SS-eni), whereas ordina-

rily diminutive -ss- is preceded by possessive -m- (*-m-ess-). In Delaware

-xe'f)-»i-xU the relative ages of the two diminutive suffixes is clearly indi-

cated by their position.

14. Yur. (Kr.) nc-i>uis\-oc " my older brother ;

' Yur. (G) nt-mil

" my older brother " (address).

Del. ni-mat " my brother" (Brinton's assistant, Hev. A. S. Anthony,

remarks :
" used also as friendly salutation between distant relatives")

;

Nat. we-tnat-oh " his brother, " nee-mat " my brother " (Trumbull believes

this term to express the " relation of brother to brother ").

15. Yur. (Kr) ne-pin-oc " my older sister ;
" Yur. (G) ne-pin " my older

sister " (address). Possibly analyzable into -pi-n ; for suffixed -n cf. W.
-r n08 2,3,5,9,10) andAlgonkin -n- (n os 1,2,11,12).

Cree ni-mis " my older sister, " o-miss-a " his older sister ;

" Mont.

ttt-mK ; Kick. ne-miQ-aa ; Oj. ni-miss-i ; Del. mis (i.e. 7//2G) " elder sis-

ter, " Del. (S) ni-mi'B " my older sister ;
" Nat. num-miss-is " my sister

;

Pen. na-mzs'-i'S " my older sister ;

" Abn. rtt-nvas'-vs ; Mai. ni-nw-vs
;

Mic. ra-nas ; Ar. nd-bi- c
; G.V. ni-by-e

. Algonkin *-miss- (*-mess-) is doubt-

less analyzable into *-mi- and diminutive -ss- ; non-diminutivized *-mi-

is probably only apparently preserved in Arapaho and Gros Ventre.

Algonkin *-mi- is related to Yurok -pi-n precisely as *- meco'- " grandfa-

ther " (n° 9) is related to Yur. -pits, W. -bitco-.

16. W. yi-be,yi-b£-lia-r " my first cousin, third cousin "(vocative) ; for

non-vocative yi-d-ili-be see n° 17. -r presumably as in nos 2,3,5,9,10.

Besides -be Gilford reports vocative abt': abe cul " cousin, let us go.

Yur. (Kr) ne-pd " my brother, male cousin, or more distant male

relative " (man speaking) ; Yur. (G) ne-pd " my (man's) brother " (refer-

ence).

Nat. nee-t-ompa-s " my brother, sister, " wee-t-ompa-ssu u his (her) friend,

brother, sister "(Trumbull remarks that this term probably " expressed

the relation... of brother or sister, used by either sex of either sex ")
;

Abn. ni'-d-gb-so " my brother " (woman speaking), " my sister " (man

speaking). ' Trumbull furtherquotes Rasles for Abn. ni-d-abe " mon frere,

seu un etranger que j'aime comme mon frere. " Note further : Nat. ne-t-

1. Speck's etymology of this Abenaki term as " my man (reflexive) " can hardly

be correct, as it applies to both sexes.
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owp " my friend
;

" Narragansett (quoted from Roger Williams) ne-t-op
;

Mohegan ' nJ-d-amb " my friend. " All these forms seem to have prefixed

w'vl- " together "with nit- <C*ne-zuit-,cL n° 29. For -s of Nat. -ompa-s and

for -su, -so cf. Pen. ni-tse'ke-s'u, Ahn. ni-tsaka-so " my sister " (woman
speaking). This suffix seems to be a reciprocal element. Natick-Ahenaki

-ompa- (doubtless only secondarily labialized from *-ampa-), *-ampf- are

nasalized forms of Algonkin *-apa-, -apt'-. For Algonkin *-apz'- [*-apa-),

Wiyot absolute abe : Yurok -pa , Wiyot -be, cf. n os 5,8.

17. Yur. (Kr) ne-lai " my brother, male cousin, or more distant

male - relative '' (woman speaking) ; Kroeber quotes also Waterman's let,

but without precisely defining it. Yur. (G) ne-lai " my (woman's)

brother " (reference), ne-let " my (woman's) sister '" (reference). Yur.

-lai and -let are clearly related terms ; -let may be analyzed as -le-t, con-

tracted perhaps from *-lai-t. With this Yurok -/ (apparently feminine in

connotation) may perhaps be compared Wiyot -t in yi-d-oka-t " mother-

in-law " (cf. yi-d-oka-s " father-in-law ").

W. yi-d-ili-bi " my first, third cousin " (reference) ; corresponds to

yi-hi, abe (address), see n° 16. Perhaps -ili-be is compounded of two

sibling stems, *-ili~ (cf. Yur. -lai) and -be (cf. Yur. -pa'). But W. -Hi- may
denote companionship (see wilt-, n° 29), -ili-be meaning " mutual cou-

sin, " in which case it does not belong here.

Pen. n-d-alnu-m " my (woman's) brother, male cousin
;

" Mai. n-d-

dinu-m. -m is possessive. It is quite likely that -alnu-m should be further

analyzed into -al-n-nm. with suffixed -w- (cf. n os 1,2,11,12 in Algonkin);

-7HIDI may be identical with Micmac -ndm of n-tci'p-ndm (n° 12).

Penobscot- Malecite n-d-al- is apparently identical in form with Wiyot

yi-d-ili- (<C*ali- ?), in meaning with Yurok -lai. Note that Algonkin *-al-

corresponds to Yurok -lai, -le- precisely as does Algonkin *-apa-, *-apf-,

Wiyot abe to Yurok -pa (see n° 16). Two other Algonkian terms may
belong here : Bl. no-inn-d " my male cross-cousin " (woman speaking) 3

,

in which -inn- may correspond to Penobscot -al- (Algonkian / generally

appears as n in Blackfoot) or may be assimilated from -al-n 4
; and Nat.

wee-t-ahtu-oh " her brother, sister, " ne-t-at " my sister " (Nat. ni-t-at

would correspond to Pen. n-d-al- with l-t interchange occurring fre-

quently, but disturbingly, in Algonkin).

1 . See Speck, ibid.

2. Kroeber writes "female, " but this is a slip of the pen.

3. From Spier, quoting Morgan.

4. Bl. no- : Pen. and Mai. n-d- is not promising. The proper Blackfoot cor-

respondent is ni-t-, ni-ts-.
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18. Yur. (Kr lu'-wrvi-ls, " my sister, female oousia, or more distant

Female relative " man Bpeaking ;
Yur. (

'. ne-tueyi-ts " my man's) sis-

ter " reference), -is is diminutive.

Cree n-t-awe-ma-w " my sister " male speaking), " my brother

female speaking) ; Kick, nc-t-uirii-nui-" " my brother " (female spea-

king) ; Oj. ni-nd-awc-ma " my sister" (male speaking), " my brother"

female speaking). These forms seem to be verbal in structure

*//r-... -m-A'wa "
I — him (her) ' like Fox nt-wd.pa-m-d.wa "

I see him

her). '

It seems possible that transitive suffix -in- (with animate

object) is ultimately identical with possessive -///- of nouns ;
this is

indicated by such forms as Ojibwa ni-nd-odssi-ma " he is my father,

properly "
I have him as father. " Algonkin *ne-t-aws.'-m-a'wa properly,

then, means " I (male) have her as sister, I (female) have him as

brother, " leaving *-awe'- " sibling of opposite sex " as stem. *-awe.'-

mav be contracted from some such form as *-aweyi- (cf. Yur. -weyi-)
;

for Algonkin *-awv- : Yurok -iveyi- cf. nos 5. 8, 10, 17.

19. W. yi-djo-k " my mother's brother, mother's male cousin;

yi-dju-l " my mother's sister, mother's female cousin
;

yi-djuu-tck

" my nephew " (endearing). These three terms undoubtedly belong

together ; -djo-, -dju(u)-is " mother's sibling, "reciprocally " nephew.

-k of -djo-k occurs also in yi-bau-k " father's sister, father's female

cousin " and yi-d-erena-k " child's parent-in-law " (n° 27) ;
-/ of- dju-l

I can find no parallels for in YVi\ ot, but it is suggestively similar to -/

of Yurok -//// " aunt " (probable analysis -tu-l), see n° 20 ; -Ick is

diminutive. (For uncle-nephew reciprocity in YViyot cf. also yi-ga-tck

" my father's brother, father's male cousin "
: yi-ga-n " my nephew,

cousin's son, also yi-ga-s
-t my daughter-indaw (originally

" niece " .'
.

Yur. Kr) ne-tsim-oc " my uncle; " Yur. (G) nc-tsim " my uncle,

step-father. ' Kroeber analyses as ne-is-im-oc (cf. , for -Is-, n° 3), but

there seems no warrant for this, as -tsim- can hardly be disconnected

from its reciprocal ne-k-lsuin (G) " my nephew, step-son ;

" ne-kep-tsutn

(Kr) " my daughter -in-law. " -kep-tsitm is clearly compounded of -kep-

and -Isiun " nephew, niece "
;
cf. Yur. (Kr) ne-k'ep-eu '' my grandchild,

Yur. (G) ne-kep " my daughter-in-law. " -tsim and (-k) -tsimi are pro-

bably only secondarily palatalized and labialized from *-tsam : cf.

iw-me-tsame-yoL " my dead uncle. "There is nothing in Yurok, so far as

I know, to show that -/// of -tsim, -tsitm, -Isam is suffixed, but com-

parison with Wiyot -dju- and Algonkin forms (see below) makes this

at least possible. For Yurok -tshcin, which may be related, see n° 22.
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Cree ni-si-ss" my maternal uncle, " also " my father-in-law; " Mont.

ni-c3-c " my father-in-law ;

" Fox nc-ci-sd-'a " my maternal uncle ;

'

Kick. ne-ci-§d-
ia

, vocative ne-d-^e ', Oj. ni-ji-shi ; Del. schiess (i. e. ci'-<i)

" an uncle ;

" Nat. wu-ssi-ss-es (i. e. u/x-si-ss-is) " his uncle ;

'' Pen.

nz-^a-'s-i's " my maternal uncle
;

" Abn. n-^a-'s-i's ; Ar. nd-ci ; G. V.

ni-s . These forms point to Algonkin *-si-ss- (*-%i-ss-, *-ji-ss-), possibly

*-sa-ss- (*-%a-ss-) ; -ss- is diminutive
; double diminutives occur in Natick,

Penobscot, and Abenaki. Algonkin *-si- (*-;(*-, *-ji-) seems to occur

without diminutive suffix in Arapaho and Gros Ventre {this may be

only apparent, however, diminutive -hi , -i possibly contracting with

-ci- to -ci').

20. Yur. (Kr) ne-tnl-oc " my aunt ;

'" Yur. (G) ne-tul " my aunt,

step-mother. " There is nothing in Yurok, so far as I know, to sug-

gest that -tul is analyzable into -tu-l, but comparison with Algonkin

forms (see below) and with Wiyot -dju-l " mother's sister, " in which

-/ is clearly suffixed, makes this seem not unlikely. Gf. also -n of

-tsiwin (n° 22) and -tsnin (n° 2ij.

Gree n-to-s-is " my maternal aunt ;
" Mont, n-tu-s " my maternal

aunt, maternal uncle ;
" Oj. ni-no-she, ni-nwi-she " my maternal aunt,

step-mother ;

" Mic. nd-U-s " my maternal aunt. " These terms point

clearly to Algonkin *-lo-ss- or *-lwe-ss-, -in which -ss- is diminutive.

Eastern Algonkin / regularly appears as Ojibwa n, frequently as Cree-

Montagnais t. For Algonkin *-lo- " maternal aunt "
: Yurok -tu-l " aunt "

see my Wiyot and Yurok, Algonkin Languages of California, p. 642 (Micmac

-h-s, weakened from -lu-s, is related to Ojibwa -nosh-, Cree -to-s-,

Yurok -///-/, precisely as original Algonkin *halioi " arrow " is related to

Ojibwa anwi, Cree atu-s, Yurok horau — Yurok ;- is regularly developed

from /, cf. n° 21). — Undoubtedly derived from Algonkin *ne-lo-ss-

" my maternal aunt '' is its reciprocal *ne-lo-hua-, *ne-le-kwa- " my
nephew (niece) "

: Gree n-tikwa-t-im " my (male's) sister's son, my
(female's) brother's son, " vocative n-tikwa ; Kick. ne-negwa- ia " my
sister's son, " vocative ne-negwa ; Oj. ni-ningwa-n-iss " my (male's) sis-

ter's son, my (female's) brother's son; " Del. lunk, lunku-s " nephew,

longa-chsiss (i. e. lor,ga-xQ-iO) " nephew ;
" Mai. ns-lok'-n-i's " my sister's

son " (male or female speaking), " my (female's) sister's daughter,

my (male's) brother's daughter ;

" Mic. nd-luk-s " my nephew " (son

of brother or sister, used by either sex) ; Ar. nd-baaQd (read -Qd'd-Qd)

" my (male's) sister's son, my (female's) brother's son, " G. V. ne-t'e-t

(Ar.- G. V. forms <C*nd-td'a-td <C*ne-tekwa-te ; cf. Cree -tikwa-t-im and,

for '<Ckw, n° 6). It is far from accidental that Cree /, Ojibwa n, and
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Nficmac / of these forms for " nephew unci' are identical with cor-

responding consonants in forms for " maternal aunt. "
it, o of Del.

hnikii-, tonga-., Mai. -loir-, ami Mic. -Ink- probably does nol directly

represent Proto-Algonkin *-/o-, but is secondarily labialized from

weakened *-Wcwa- as indicated l>\ Cree, Kickapoo, Ojibwa, and Ara-

paho-Gros Ventre reflexes. '' Nephew " further develops to" son-in-

law " in closely related forms : Cree n-likwti-t-lni ;
Kick, ne-nengwa-n-a ;

Oj. ni-ningwa-n- ; Ar. na-baox (read -hao-x) ; G. V. na-taos ( Ar.-G.V.

forms <Z*H(i-t(Vo-s<i *ni-tikwa-s). For -;/- in above forms for " nephew

and " son-in-law" see nos
\, 2, 11, 12, 17; whether Cree ami Ara-

paho-Gros Ventre -/- is related (assimilated to preceeding /, or from

older / assimilated to preceding I) is not clear. Cree -im is possessive
;

diminutive suffixes will be easily recognized. — Related to Algonkin

*-lo-ss- '• maternal aunt" and *-le-hva- "nephew " may, less probably,

be another set of forms for " son-in-law " which point to Algonkin

*ne-t-alo-sw- : Pen. n-d-ah-s'n-kiW " my son-in-law ;

" Mai. n-d-h-s'u-hev>
;

Mic. n-d-lo-^ti-k, feminine derivative n-l-ltt-sic-ask
iw " my son-in-law-

woman, my daughter-in-law. " Possibly Ar. nd-Qdo-x and G. V. na-tao-s

given above really belong here : *ne-t-alo-sw-^> *ne-t-ato-sw- dissimilated

to *ne-t-ao-sw-.

21. Yur. (Kr) ner-rame-ts " my niece ;

' :

Yur. (G) ne-rame-ts " my
niece, step-daughter. " -ts is diminutive. Yurok r regularly goes back

to t ; hence -rame- represents older *-tamc-.

Cree tii-stim " my (male's) sister's daughter, my (female's) brother's

daughter ; my daughter-in-law ;
" Fox ne-cenii-s-

a " my niece ;
" Kick.

ne-cenu-'' " my sister's daughter, " vocative ne-cemi ; Oj. ni-shimi-ss " my
(male's) sister's daugbter, my (female's) brother's daughter, ''

ni-ssim

" my daughter-in-law ;

" Del. chiitnm (i. e. Xum) " my daughter-in-

law ;

" Nat. kit-sbiin
il thy daughter-in-law ;

" Pen. n-soin " my daughter-

in-law ;

" Abn. n-som ; Mai. nd-tim ; Mic. n-sdm " my niece
;

" Ar.

ndd-sdbi-e " my (male's) sister's daughter, my (female's) brother's

daughter ; my daughter-in-law ;

" G. V. ndd-Oib-y 1 " dit. " Neglecting

Cree, these forms readily reconstruct to Algonkin *-sseini- " niece
;

daughter-in-law; " whether Cree -stint is developed from this *-ssemi- or

represents an older Algonkin *-stemi-, simplified to *-ssemi- in other

dialects, is unclear. It would be easier to reconcile *-stemi- with

Yurok -rame-, *-tame-. (There are other cases of Cree-Montagnais st

corresponding to ss of other dialects, e. g. Cree ni-ste-s " my older

brother ;
" Mont, na-ste-c ; Fox ne-se-sd-'1 ; Kick. ne-<)e-()d-a ; Oj. ui-ssaie ;

Del. (S) n-xa-n't)f) ; Pen. n-3p-%-i
m

s ; Mai. na-hc-^-rs ; Mic. n-si'-s ; Bl.
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ni-'s{a) " my (male's) older brother
;

" Ar. ndd-sd-hdd " my older

brother ;
" G. V. udd-()d-hdd. — It is remarkable that in both these

groups of words Arapaho and Gros Ventre have ndd-, not nd-, as

pronominal prefix. If this is interpreted, as seems almost unavoidable,

as nd'd-, we may reconstruct as Algonkin prototype for Cree st : Oj ss

not st nor ss, but 'ss : *-'ssemi- " niece, " *-ssa- " older brother. " This is

perhaps confirmed by Blackfook 's in ni-s(a) " my (males) older bro-

ther. " There is another very interesting phonological problem that

follows. May not Algonkin 'ss represent an older kss<lkts or ks,

*-ssemi- " niece " not directly corresponding to Yur. *-tame- but rather

to -klsum " nephew, " labialized from *-ktsem ; see n° 19 ? If this holds,

Yurok -tsim " uncle, " -ktsutn " nephew, " and -rame-ts " niece, " also

-tsitin of -kep-lsum " daughter-in-law, " may all prove to be radically

connected. Algonkin 'ss : Yurok k -f-
sibilant is apparently confirmed by

the Algonkin forms for " three, " which also contain this problematic

'ss (Cree nistw- ; Fox nesw- ; Oj. nissw-•'; Del. nax- ; Nat. nishw- ; Abn.

nas'- ; Ar. nas- ; G. V. nciA-) — Algonkin *nessw- : Yurok naxkc-,

Wiyot rikw- <jrikw-, proto-Algonkin *naksw- or *neksw-.)

22. Yur. (Kr) ne-tsiwin " my mother-in-law ;
" Yur. (G) ne-tsewin

" my mother-in-law. " Kroeber analyzes this term into -ts-iwin, but it

is not easy to see on what ground. Much more plausible seems its ana-

lysis into -tsiwi-n <^*-tsimi-ti (m and w frequently interchange in Yurok),

-tsiwi- (-tsewi-), *-tsimi- (*-tsemi-) being identical with -tsim, -tsame-

" uncle " (see n° 19). -n would then remain as feminine-forming ele-

ment analogous to -/ of Yurok -tul and Wiyot -dju-l (see nos 20 and

19) ; cf. -n of -tsni-n (n° 24). Indeed -n may be identical with -/, being

perhaps nasally assimilated to *-tsimi-. An original Yurok *-tsami-n

or *-tsami-l would be related to -tsamc- " uncle " very much as is

Wiyot -dju-l " mother's sister ' to -djo-k " mother's brother. ' (If

Wiyot -dju- is contracted from *-djau-, *-djawe-, Yurok -tsiwi-n may
actually be identical with Wiyot -dju-l). Its original meaning would

then have been " aunt, " more probably " paternal aunt, " -tul being

originally confined to " maternal aunt ;

' cf. its Algonkin cognates,

n° 20), secondarily, as in Algonkin (see below), " mother-in-law.

Cree ni-sihi-s " my paternal aunt, mother-in-law ;

" Mont, ni-co^u-s

" my mother-in-law ;

" Kick, ne-begw-ib-a " my paternal aunt ; Oj.

nin-sigo-ss " my paternal aunt, " double diminutive nin-sigo-s-iss " my
mother-in-law "

; Pen. n-%dgw-us " my mother-in-law; "Abn. n-zpgiv-us,

n-d^ahu-s " my mother-in-law "
; Mai. n-^gw-us " my mother-in-law

;

Mic. n-sugw-ds " my paternal aunt, " n-tsogw-i'i'dj-i'tc " my mother-in-
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law. " These forms point t« > Algonkin *-sikw-iss- (*-%ckiu-ess-) " paternal

aunt ; -iss- is diminutive. " Mother-in-law " is clearly the secondary

meaning, as shown by the Btriking fact thai in both Ojibwa and Mic-

mac it is the simple diminutive that means " paternal aunt, " while the

double (derived) diminutive means " mother-in-law. " (Cf. also Ar. nd-hci,

G. V. nd-bei " my paternal aunt, ' diminutive! Ar. na-hei-ha, G. V.

na-hei-ha " my mother-in-law. " Ar.-G. V. -hci- is probably derived

from Algonkin *-sckwc- through *-hd'd-, *-hiv- ; for Algonkin s >- Ar.-

G. V. /; before e, cf. diminutive -bii- <C*-sse- and -hd-bd- " younger

sibling " < *-se~me-, n° 13?) Algonkin *-sc/au-(ess-) is to be analyzed

into *-sv-ltv- (or *-sa-kiv-) and is almost certainly based on Algonkin *-si-

(or *-sa-) " maternal uncle " (n° 19) ; formally speaking, *-sc-hu-

" paternal aunt " seems to be related to *-si-ss-
'' maternal uncle " as is

-le-hc- " nephew " to *-lo-ss- " maternal aunt " (n° 20). The different

dialectic sibilant reflexes in *-si- and *-se-hv- (Kick, c : ; Oj. j : (n)s ;

Ar.-GA'. c, s : h) are probably conditioned by the vocalic difference

between i and its weakened form e (the history and influence of the

Algonkin " pepet '" vowel, e, is complex and crucial to an understand-

ing of Algonkin phonology) ; cf. Fox animate -cm- '. inanimate -sen-

(e. g. pagi-cin-iua " bird lights, " pagi-sen-iu' " it fell "), Oj. -shin : -ssin

(e. g. tiin pangi-shin " I fall, " pangi-ssin " it falls "), in Algonkin terms

*-s'iu- [*-c'itt-) : *-s'cn-. — According to our analysis, Algonkin

*-sc-kiv-(ess-) " paternal aunt, mpther-in-law ' is related to Yurok -tshci-n

" mother-in-law ' not directly but only insofar as both, originally

signifying " paternal aunt, are derivatives of cognate terms for

" (maternal) uncle. " As hypothetically in Yurok, so demonstrably in

several Algonkin dialects, " paternal aunt " has entirely given way
to " mother-in-law " (Montagnais ; Penobscot, Abenaki, Malecite).

2:5. W. yi-d-atserap " my daughter's husband, child's spouse's brother,

sibling's daughter's husband. " Kroeber gives ivetserakw " son-in-law,

perhaps to be understood as w-etserahw " his son-in-law. " Gifford's -p

is probably misheard for -kw ; -kw, as is clear from comparison with

Yurok, is suffixed, leaving as stem : -etsera-, -atsera- <^-elsena-, -alsena-

(Wiyot -r-<-»-, as usual). Probably related to yi-d-ats (see n° 2i).

Yur. (Kr). ne-tsne uk-oc " my son-in-law ;

" Yur. (G) ne-tsneu " my son-in-

law. " Gifford's -tsneu is probably misheard for -tsne'uk, which must be

analyzed as -tsneu-k, probably labialized from -tsnee-kw (cf. Wiyot

w-etsera-kw) . -tsne'u-k is clearly related to -tsndo {-tsna) and -tsni-n, see

n° 24. There seems to be no warrant for Kroeber's analysis into

-ts-ne'uk-, -ts-no'o, -ts-nin. Wiyot w-etsera-kw and Algonkin forms (see
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below) suggest strongly that Yurok -tsneu-k, -tsno'o (-tsna), and -tsni-n

are secondary developments of a primary *-tsine-, *-tsina-, that refers

somewhat inclusively to kinship by mshriage.

Oj. ni(n)-sin-iss " my father-in-law, " nind o-jini-ndam " I am son-

in-law in a family ;

" Nat. luu-ssen-um " he is the son-in-law of,

pish ken wa-seen-um-ukqueb " thou shalt be my son-in-law, " wa-sen-um-

ukqu-tche (participle) " a son-in-law
;

" Narragansett * n-o-sin-em- tick

" he is my son-in-law ;

" Pen. n-yi'V-ho-s " my father-in-law ;

" Abn.

n-djrl-os(-l-<i-l-h-) " my father-in-law, " wa-^i' l-mi-' t " son-in-law ;

"

Mai. n-%i'l-ho-s
il my father-in-law ; "Mic. n-tcil-tc " my father-in-law;

"

Ar. nd-ciQ-a " my father-in-law ;

" G. V. ni-sit " my father-in-law.
'

These forms point to Algonkin *-sil-, *-si'l- (*-%il-, *-7(i'l-) " father-in-

law, " regularly with diminutive suffix -ess- (Algonkin / has become

Ar.-G. V. t, 0, as usual) ; and derivative *o-si'l-em- " to be a son-in-

law " (properly " to have a father-in-law "). Abenaki wa-^i' l-mi-'t

and Natick wa-sen-nm-ukqu-tche seem to be participles from possessive

o...-m- verbs ; cf. such Cree forms as we-kosis-im-it " the son, being

the son, intransitive participle based on o-kosis-a " his son.
:

Penobscot, Abenaki, and Malecite -ho-s is explained by Speck as

denoting " a mild degree of scorn. " It is quite likely that Algonkin

*-sil- is primarily not so much a noun stem denoting " father-in-law
"

as an old verb stern indicating the reciprocal relation of father-in-law

to son-in-law (cf. Oj. o-jini- above) or even the more general notion

of kinship by affinit}r or marriage into another family ; see note fol-

lowing n° 24.

24. W. yi-d-ats " woman's brother-in-law, sister-in-law ; wife's

female cousin, woman's female cousin's husband, husband's cousin,

male cousin's wife. " It seems difficult to disconnect this term from W.
yi-d-atsera-kw " son-in-law, " particularly in view of Yurok -Isna and

-tsni-n below. Gifford writes that in his notes he has yidats " spouse's

sister, woman's brother's wife " but yidats 's
" man's brother's wife,

woman's sister's husband, " and seems unable to decide whether this

difference is real or due to misunderstanding. Perhaps we are to

understand yi-d-ats', with long s due to assimilation from *-atsn, *-atsr

(cf. Yurok forms below).

Yur. (Kr) ni-tsnin " my sister-in-law, " ni-tsnoo " my (woman's)

brother-in-law ;

" Yur. (G) ne-tsnin " fny sister-in-law, husband's bro-

ther's wife, " ne-tsna " my (woman's) brother-in-law. Kroeber's

1 . Quoted by Trumbull from Roger Williams.
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-tsndo and Gilford's -isim ma\ possibly be reconciled as -tsna'
a

. There is

do doubt that Yurok ~tsna' and -tsnin are closely related terms. Presu-

mably -tsnin is to be analyzed as -tsni-n, with feminine -w suflix as in

'tsitvi-n see n° 22) ; this -// may be assimilated, because of preceding

n, from -/(cf. Yur. -/«-/, n° 20 ; W. -dju-l, n° 19).

Note to nos
. 23 and 24. There is little doubt that the forms listed in

n05 23 and 2i point to a single stem (Wiyot-Yurok *-tsen-, Algonkin

*-sil-j that refers to kinship by marriage or to marriage into an alien

family. This seems to be corroborated by certain Algonkin verb forms :

Nat. nob-seen-tam " I marry, " wu-sscn-tamwden " bridegroom, one who
marries ;

" Xarragansett ' wu-sscn-tan " he goes a-wooing, " wu-ssen-etil-

ock " they make a match ;
" Pen. n-dal-^i'l-dam-dn " I marry into such

and such a family. " These forms in -tain-, -dam- are probably related to

Oj. o-jini-dam " to be son-in-law in a family " (see n° 23).

25. W. yi-dak'i-r " my (man's) brother-in-law, wife's male cousin,

my (man's) female cousin's husband. '" For suffixed -r, cf. nos 2, 3, 5.

Cree n-tdkku-s " my (woman's) sister-in-law ; "Oj. nin-ddngw-e " m}'

(woman's) sister-in-law ;
" Del. ivachtanquall " his brother-in-law, "

i. e.

w-axtarjcw-al ; Nat. k-adtonq-s "thy cousin
;

' Pen. n-adar
l
k lw " my

(man's) brother-in-law, my (woman's) sister-in-law ;
" Abn. nadpgw

'' dit. ;

" Mai. ttf-dak'
11

' " my wife's brother, my (man's) brother's

wife ;

" Mic. ni-dak' w " my (man's) brother-in-law, my (man's) bro-

ther's wife. '' These forms point to Algonkin *-ta'kkw- or *-tdt\kw-, pro-

bably meaning primarily " sibling-in-law of same sex as speaker.

(Connected with these forms is perhaps also Ar. nd-ya, G. V. nti-yaa" my
(man's) brother -in -law, ' v\hich, if read -yq'\ would reconstruct

to *-ya'kw-, perhaps *-ta'hv-.) On Oj. -ddngw- is based also Oj . nin-

ddngo-she " my (woman's) maternal uncle's daughter, paternal aunt's

daughter ;

" -she, like -s of Cree n-tdkku-s above, is diminutive.

26. Yur. (Kr) ne-tei " my (man's) brother-in-law ;

' Yur. (G) ne-tei

" my (man's) brother-in-law, wife's sister's husband. "

Cree n-ista-w " my (man's) brother-in-law, " w-istd-w-a " his brother-

in-law ;
" Oj . n-ita " my (man's) brother-in-law, " iv-ita-n " his bro-

ther-in-law, " n-ita-g " my (man's) krothers-in-law ; "Del. n-ita-u-s " my
sister-in-law, brother's wife ;

" Bl. (Wissler) n-esto-mtno-w-ak " husbands

of father's and mother's sisters ; my (man's) sister's husband ;
" Ar.

1. Quoted by Trumbull from Roger williams.
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n-atou
iC my (woman's) sister-in-law; " G. V. n-atou. Here probably

belong also Pen. n-i'tcu-s " my wife's sister's husband ;

" Mai. n-r'tcu-s

" my wife's sister's husband ;

" Mic. n-r tens " my husband's bro-

ther's wife. " In these forms 'tcis assibilated after i from ' / <C st ; u is

contracted from an (cf. Delaware and Arapaho-Gros Ventre cog-nates)
;

-s, as in Delaware n-itau-s, is diminutive. Algonkin *-istaw- is probably

analvzable into *-ista-w- (cf. Gree n-itim-w- '

' sibling in-law of opposite

sex"), as indicated by Blackfoot and certain Ojibwa forms (Oj. obvia-

tive -ita-n and plural -ita-g, however, may be merely analogically remo-

deled after n-ita, which may be regularly derived from *n-istaw ; this

explanation is supported by diminutive -itdw-iss, see below). Algonkin

*-isla-(w-) seems to have meant primarily " man's brother-in-law ; wife's

sister's husband, " precisely like Yurok -tei. This is indicated by Cree,

Ojibwa, Blackfoot, and Penobscot-Malecite. In Delaware, Arapaho-

Gros Ventre, and Micmac, however, it seems to have taken on corre-

lative feminine significance :
" woman's sister-in-law ; husband's bro-

ther's wife. " Based on *-istaw- is also Oj. n-itd-w-iss " my (man's)

maternal uncle's son, paternal aunt's son. ' — For Algonkin st :

Wiyot-Yurok t, see Sapir, op. cit., pp. 645, 646.

27. W. yi-derenak " my child's spouse's parent. '"
-dere- is regularly

developed from -dene-.

Gree n-littdwa " my child's spouse's parent, ' plur. n-tittdw-ok ', Oj.

nin-dinddwa " my child's spouse's parent, " plur. uin-Jinddw-ag. -wa, -w-

is' doubtless suffixed, as in -istaw- (see n° 26), leaving as Algonkin

stem *-tetta~- or, nasalized, *
-tenia'-.

28. W. hakwi " spouse " (endearing). If this term be presumed to

have originally meant only " wife, " it may be equated with

Algonkin *biskwf-w-, *heskwf-w-, *-fahuf , *-eskwa
il woman "

: Cree

iskwe-w ;
Mont. (Sapir) ickwz-u ; Fox fkwa-wa

; Oj. ikwS", Ottawa [ akwe
;

Del. ocbqueu (i. e. oxkwt-u), Del. (S). uxkwd-u ; Nat. squda-s, eshqua ;
Pen.

-iskive, -dskive (in compounds) ; Abn. -eskwa (in compounds ; Mai. -isk
tu>

(in compounds) ; Mic. -ask' w (in compounds) ; Ar. hisei, in compounds

-dsei (e. g. hdbab-dsei " chief woman •") ; G. V. hiM ; Cheyenne - bee (dissi-

milated from * hehe<*hese <*hiskwf). Without w-suffix, Algonkin *eskufe'-

is in some dialects used for " wife "
: Mont, n-t-ftque-m " my wife

"

(-m is possessive) ; Ar. nd-t-dcea u my wife ;
" G. V. nd-t-iMd ;

in

1. Quoted by Baraga.

2. Quoted from R. Fetter, Sketch oj the Cheyenne Grammar, Memoirs of the American

Anthropological Association, vol. I, pp. 443-478.
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others for " man's sister" : Kick, ne-t-e'ktud-fn-' " my (man's) sister ;

"

probably also Mic. n-kwe-dji'tc " my (man's) sister " (-dji'tc is double

diminutive ; absolute -kwe- : suffixed -askw is puzzling) ; Ar. ua-t-ase

•• my sister. " Probably related is *-iskwa, *-iskws' " co-wife "*: Gree

w-iskwa " her co-wife ;

" Kick, iskwd-'e " intimate term of address

between women " Kick, iskwd- : -e'kwd- " man's sister, " Fox i'kwd-w-
'• woman " is again puzzling). — It is not likely tli.it a of Ottawa akwe,

Mic. -ask'"' directly corresponds to Wiyot a of kakwi. Wiyot hahvi is

perhaps developed from *heskun, analogously to Wiyot tnali " wood '

from *mesti (see Sapir, op. ft/., pp. 645, 646).

2!). W. yi-wewa-t " my wife ;
" probably also compounded in wili-

wita " co-wife. " (I assume that will- denotes " with, together.
'

This is borne out by comparison with Algonkin *wit(i)- " in company

with. '"
dialectically assibilated, before i and s", to witc(i)- : Cree wit-,

icitchi- " accompaniment, to do something together with ;
" Oj. wid-,

-will/-, witlji- " with ;

" Del. wit-, ivitsch- " with, " wilschi " with,

at the same time ;

" Nat. zue(e)l-, zueech- " with, " weeche " with, in

company with. " For AViyot / : Algonkin /, see Sapir, op. cit., pp. 641,

642.) Kroeber records ivhua-l " his wife, ' perhaps contracted from

*ii-iclwa-l (cf. analogous Algonkin forms below). As Wiyot stem for

•' wife " may be posited -witua-.

Algonkin *-wi'w{a)- " wife "
: Cree n-iwa " my wife, " iviwa " his

wife ;
" Fox n-iwa " my wife, " u-ivIw-An' " his wife

;

" Kick.

n-iwa " my wife ;

" Oj. wiw-an " his wife ;

" Narragansett 1 no-weiwo

" my wife, " lueewo " a wife ;

" Del. (Zeisberger) wiw-all " his wife.
"

According to Michelson -' Fox n-iwa and analogous forms are contrac-

ted from *ne-wlwa (cf. Narragansett no-ivetwo). This seems to be

corroborated by Algonkin verbal derivatives from zui'tu-, e. g. : Cree

lu'iw-i-w " he has a wife ;
" Fox uwiw-i- " to marry " (on analysis see

Michelson, Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences, vol. IV,

I!) I i, p. 404) ; Oj. nin wiw-i-kawa " I give him a wife, " nin wiw-i-ma
" I take her to wife "

; Del. (Zeisberger) wiwu " he is married. " —
Algonkin *wi'w (a)- " wife " is clearly based on *-wi-, which, as noun

stem, occurs, with diminutive suffix, in Oj. ni-wi-sh " my wife,

wi-wi-sh-an '' his wife. " Algonkin *wi- occurs also as verb stem in

reference to marriage, e. g. Ar. ni-b- " to marry " <Algonkin *wi-m-

.

Here undoubtedly belongs also Kroeber's Wiyot ivisi-L, i. e., " married

woman, " wise-peki " married man.

1. Quoted by Trumbull from Roger Williams.

2. American Anthropologist, N. S., vol. XIII, pp. 171, 172.
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30. Yur. (G) ne-peu " my wife " (reference)
;
perhaps analyzable as

n-epe-u, with -u- suffix (cf. ne-eihke-u, n° 12 ; ne-par-eu " my father-in-

law ;

" ne-k'ep-eu " my grandchild; " ne-me-pets-eu " my dead grand-

father ;
," ne-me-ke-kts-eu " my dead grandmother ").

Mal.(S) vpit* " woman, " plural fprdj-ik 1

; Mic. (S) vH? " woman, "

plural vbidj-ik' . Speck gives also Mic. n-t-ebi " d-em " my wife " [-em is

possessive).

These thirty-one comparative entries of kinship terms undoubtedly

contain more than one error, more than one misunderstanding, but it is

obvious that if half of them eventually prove valid, we shall still have

to recognize a most surprising degree of linguistic concordance between

the kinship systems of the Algonkin-speaking tribes east of the

Rockies and those of their remote congeners in northwestern California.

From a purely linguistic standpoint, then, our investigation has proved

most encouraging. It remains to be seen how the kinship systems of

the two separated areas compare as such, that is, in their conceptual

outlines. Two kinship terms may be identical or obviously but variants

of a single prototype and connote, for all that, very different relational

concepts. Again, two kinship systems may be conceptually parallel but

unrelated in their actual terminologies.

II. Comparison Between Yurok, Wiyot, and Algonkin

Kinship systems

Radically as the Yurok and Wiyot kinship systems differ from the

generality of Californian systems, it is clear at the outset that they

offer no inconsiderable divergences among themselves. The difficulty

of arriving at a reconstructed, historically inferred, system for the

proto-Algonkin period is greatly increased by the fact that on a number

of points the Algonkin dialects also differ widely among themselves, so

that it is not always possible to speak confidently of the properly

Algonkin features. No doubt the various Algonkin tribes modified their

inherited kinship system, now under the stress of internal causes, socio-

logical or psychological, now as influenced by contact with the kinship

systems or associated social features of alien tribes. Such dialectic

developments must also have taken place at the remoter period of diffe-

rentiation of proto-Algonkin into Yurok, Wiyot, and Algonkin proper.

In spite of the inherent difficulties of the task, it may eventually be pos-

sible to work out some of the primary kinship features ot the whole

group, to dispose of others as secondary developments. A refined and

detailed study of the whole course of change, from the oldest and most
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fundamental features down l<> the most recent dialectic or regional

ramifications, is a task for an Algonkin specialist. I sliall aol attempt it,

the more bo asil inevitably leads to a far-reaching distributional study,

Such as lies beyond the scope of this paper,

The linguistic entries of the first part of our study do not suffice for

a comparative survey of kinship systems within the enlarged Algonkin

group. This is due to the fact that not all terms have ascertainable

cognates. It will therefore be necessary to rearrange and add to the

Wiyot, Yurokj and A.lgonkin terms already given, so that the relations

between the kinship systems as such may be apprehended more readily.

In the following table linguistic relationship is not considered ; the

entries are made solely with a view to their conceptual equivalence.

As representatives of Algonkin proper I have chosen Cree (Montagnais),

Ojibwa, Penobscot (Abenaki), and Arapaho. The Wiyot and Yurok

forms are Gilford's, unless they are otherwise credited. A row of dots

indicates that an equivalent for the term is definitely known to be

wanting. The lack of an entry merely indicates that data are wanting.
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NOTES To TABLE

1. Properly a Form derived from baby-talk. The more formal term

employed in Penobscot, Abenaki, and Malecite is said by Speck to denote

" my generator " (Pen. nJ-mrtgr
l
giui>s).

2. Speck gives the same term for great-uncle as for great-grandfather

(see no. 10), the same term for groat-aunt as for great-grandmother (see

no. II). The etymology (
" great-mv-grandfather,

''

" great-my-grand-

mother ") suggests that these terms refer primarily to the great-grand-

parent class. In Wiyot also, it will be observed, the class of grandparent's

sibling is identified with that of great-grandparent, though here it is

more likely that the primary application is to the former class. In Yurok

both classes are merged with the grandparent class.

3. Lacombe remarks (Dictionnaire, p. 664-) :
" For the ascending line

there are no further degrees of kinship than my grandfather , my grandmother.

One may, however, also say : my deceased father , my deceased grandfather,

for my ancestors.

4. I.e.," my grandfather in sequence," "mygrandmother in sequence.
"

Equivalent forms in aniskdtch(j) are also used in Cree.

5. Baraga defines this term not only as " great-grandchild, " but as

" a string tied to another, in order to lengthen it. " Presumably, the

kinship usage is a metaphorical application of the latter.

6. Literally, " great-my-grandchild. " Parallel to nos 8-ll.

7. I. e., " man's sister's son, woman's brother's son.

8. These second terms are used in an endearing sense.

9. I. e., " man's sister's daughter, woman's brother's daughter.
"

10. Gifford remarks: " My four Wiyot informants insisted that no

terms were used for step-parents or step-children. They declared that

individuals standing in such relation to each other were not regarded as

relatives.
"

11. According to whether the speaker is a man or woman.
12. According to Speck, the literal meaning of this term is " one

whom I wrap up and protect.
"

13. Denotes also " maternal half-sibling. " For " paternal half-sibling
"

another term is used : yi-gutswilan.

14. Cree ni-tchhvdm (voc. ni-tchiwa) means not only properly " my
(male's) brother, " but also " my male friend, comrade " (used only by

males) ; in this latter sense is employed also n-itchds (zu-itchds-a " his
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comrade "). ni-tchiwdmiskweiu and ni-lisdniskwew are, of course, compounds

of ni-tchiwdm and ni-tisdn respectively and iskwew " woman. " With Cree

ni-tisdn compare Delaware ni-tis " my friend, companion. ' Ojibwa

n-idji is clearly cognate with Penobscot n-i'dji'e (Abn. n-i'dji'a ; Mai.

n-^i'wes' ; Mic. n-i'dji'e " my (male's] brother, " but does not mean
" brother " in its proper sense; Baraga translates it " my comrade,

friend, equal " (used only by male to male). Equivalent is n-idjikiwesi

" my (male's) male friend, comrade. " Also n-idjikiwe and n-ikdniss

mean " my (male's) male comrade, friend " as well as " my (male's)

brother. '' That Pen. n-i'dji'e also is used in a wider sense (" male

co-equal of male ") is indicated by its use for " my wife's sister's

husband " (n° 37). Ojibwa n-idji, n-idjikiwe, n-idjikiwesi and Penobscot

n-i'diji'e are evidently compounded with (w)idj{i) " in company with.
'

These terms are clearly not kinship terms in origin.

15. Not used for " my (female's) sister " properly speaking, for which

there seems to be no precise Ojibwa equivalent, but for " my (female's)

female friend, companion. " It is merely a secondary use of nin-ddngwe
lt my (female's) sister-in-law " (see n° 54) ; cf. also its diminutive form

nin-ddngoshe " my (female's) female cross-cousin " (see n° 4i).

16. Kroeber says :
" There is another word for ' younger sister ' or

perhaps ' sister, ' ntitase. " This term clearly means " my woman " (hisei,

-dsei) and is analogous to Fox ne-t-e
lhudma

, Kick. ne-t-e'kwdma
, Mic.

n-kwedji'lc " my (male's) sister. " lt is quite likely that Arapaho has

term* for " man's brother, " " woman's brother, " and k
' woman's

sister, " but I have no available data. Note that Penobscot and Malecite

nd-hdhenimum " my (male's) sister " also denote simply " m}r woman.

17. Without reference to sex of possessor or to whether linking parent

and parent's sibling are of the same sex or not.

18. Kroeber states that " cousins, even of remote degrees of kinship,

are called 'brothers and sisters. ' " He does not make it clear, however,

whether this statement applies to all cousins, as in Yurok, or only to

parallel cousins, as in Cree and Ojibwa. The Arapaho terminology for

the uncle and nephew classes suggests strongly that only parallel cou-

sins may be termed siblings.

19. Parallel " cousins are such as are related through parents of like

sex (" father's brother's child " or " mother's sister's child") ;
" cross"

cousins, through parents of opposite sex ('" father's sister's child " or

" mother's brother's child ").

20. On p. 670 of his Dictionnaire Lacom.be gives " nitchds, mon cou-

sin-, mon camarade, mon compagnon de parente, adding that it can be

used only by men. Under " cousin " Lacombe states :
" pour issu de
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cousin germaia, lea bommes ilismt aus iiommes, mou cousin, nistchds

;

son cousin, wistcbdsa. " These terms are clearly identical. Presumably

tt-istchdsis more proper, as it is evidently a diminutive based on n-istdw

•• my man's) brother,in-law " (see n" '»:>
. precisely as n-itimus is a

diminutive based on n-ititn (see a ' 55, 56 . Similarly, n-t chdkus (n° 14)

is based on n-tdkkus " my (woman's) sister-in-law " (see n° 54). Paral-

lel Ojibwa evidence establishes these etymologies beyond cavil : n-itdwiss

< n-itd ; nin-ddngosbe <C ninddngwe ; ni-nimoshe <C ni-mm. The develop-

ment of / of Cree terms for sibling-in-law to tc in derivative terms for

cross cousin is remarkable. Cf. also Pen. n-i'Ucus (n° 57), undoubtedly

cognate with Cree n-i(s)tchds.

21. Na-dxf)gWUS, as Speck himself points out, is a diminutive based

on iui-(hr
t

k"' " my sibling-in-law of my sex (nos. 53, 5i) ;

tta-da^k
iw
s9s'hue is mi-Jxr,gwus compounded with -dvktve " woman "

;

na-dxrjr' si's is a double diminutive of na-dxv\ktfu
. Speck does not indicate

any distinction between parallel and cross cousins. It seems likely, by

analogy with Cree and Ojibwa, that where doublets are given, the

sibling terms (n-i'dji'e, n-tse'kes'ti) refer to parallel cousins, the derivatives

of na-JxrJ;"- to cross cousins. Corresponding doublets are given by Speck

or Malecite : n-zj'wes' , na-dagiuus (man's male cousin) ; ni'-tsekes,

ni'-dak' 1

" si's (woman's female cousin).

'I'l. Apparently only as endearing vocative.

23. These terms are merelv nominal derivatives in -gem from verbs

denoting cohabitation or marriage.

'2't. Explained by Speck as indicating "he or she who lives with

me. "

25. Gilford remarks that this term is said to mean " my man.

26. These terms merely mean " my man, male.

27. Gilford remarks that this term is said to mean " my woman. "

28. These terms merely mean " my woman.
29. Gifford states that " a co-wife is addressed or referred to by a

sister term" (presumably nos 30. 31, 33).

30. Cree has two other terms of the co-spouse class, which I am not

including in the table because of the lack of comparable terms in the

other languages : ni-kusdk " my co-husband " and n-t-dyim " my co-

spouse. "The former is used by a man of another with whom he has

the same wife or to whom he has loaned his own wife ; n-t-dyim may be

used by a woman or man to indicate another woman or man with whom
he or his spouse has relations (Lacombe renders " mon concurrent, ma
concurrente ").

31. Compounded of n° 51 (Cree nahdk-an-, Ojibwa nadng-an-) and

-iskwe-, -ikwc " woman. "
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32. Gifford remarks that no terms are applied to the " wife's sister's

husband" or to the " husband's brother's wife.

33. Evidently closely related to or identical 'with.ni'-tse'kes'u " woman's
sister, female cousin " (nos. 33 ; 43, 44). Presumably this term means
properly " woman's female companion, co-equal.

"

34. N-dodemisk'w is compounded of n-dodem and -isk'
w " woman. "

This Penobscot term has Algonkin cognates. In Cree n-totem is defined

by Lacombe as " mon parent, mon allie. " In Kickapoo ne-totama is used

for " my brother, my sister, " apparently a term for sibling, like Wiyot

yi-d-ux, without reference to sex(of possessor or possessed) or seniority.

Evidently the Penobscot (and Malecite) use of the term is specialized

from that of " kinsman.
"

35. For the Wiyot Gilford remarks :
" The Wiyot do not regard the

spouse of an uncle or aunt as a relative and therefore apply no term of

relationship. The same holds for the reciprocal relation, spouse's nephew-

niece. " For the Yurok he states :

' c As in Wiyot, no terms are applied

to these relatives by marriage, nor do they in turn apply any to their

spouses' nephews and nieces. Yurok living with the Hupa sometimes

follow Hupa usage and designate relatives of this class as siblings-in-law.
"

-36. Gifford states that Wiyot " terms af affinity were discontinued

following the death of the connecting relative. " Evidently there is no

Wiyot term parallel to Yurok ne-tsker.

The table suggests a great many problems which can hardly be solved

without considering the possible influence on Wiyot of neighbouring

Galifornian tribes and the almost certain influence of alien tribes east of

the Rockies on a number of the properly Algonkin peoples. My purpose

here is the very restricted one of pointing out that a number of Yurok or

Yurok-Wiyot kinship features that appear isolated in California are close-

ly or approximately paralleled by what seem to be fundamental Plains-

Atlantic Algonkin features.

1. All three groups show some evidence of parent-child reciprocity

(Wiyot 1 : 4 ; 2 : 5 ; Yurok 1 [voc] : 3 [cf. Wiyot 1] ; Abn. 1 : Algon-

kin o [cf. Wiyot 4]. In Yurok and Algonkin this uncommon type of reci-

procity, or rather a survival of it, is limited to the father-son relation.

Wiyot exibits reciprocity both for father-son and, even more purely, for

mother-daughter.

2. In view of the presence in these languages of so uncommon a feature

as parent-child reciprocity, the complete absence in all three of grand-

parent-grandchild reciprocity (see 6, 7, 12), so typically abundant in the

Great Basin, the Southwest, California, and Oregon, is highly noteworthy.
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3. All three groups agree in making no distinction between maternal

and paternal grandparents and, correlatively, between the grandchild

through the son and through Hie daughter. Further, in no case is the

grandson distinguished from the granddaughter.

\. At (irst sight it seems that Wiyot and Algonkin proper contrast

with Yurok in the uncle class. Yurok has a single term for uncle (15,10)

and a single term for aunt (17,18), whereas Wiyot and all the Algon-

kin dialects distinguish between the maternal and the paternal uncle

and the maternal and the paternal aunt. A closer study of the facts,

however, leads to the inference that the differentiation in Wiyot and

Algonkin is probably not a fundamental one but is due to independent

secondary developments, possibly under foreign influence, within these

two groups. First of all, the four Wiyot terms for uncle-aunt are not,

each of them, specific and distinct. The term for " father's brother
"

(-gatck) is clearly related to its part-reciprocal -gau " nephew, " as are

-djo-k " mother's brother " and -dju-l '' mother's sister" to the alter-

native form for " nephew " (-djuutck). Curiously enough, it is the

term for " father's brother which is the secondary one, for

-ga-tck is clearly nothing but a diminutive in ~tck of a stem -ga-

that seems to apply primarily to the younger generation (-ga-u

" nephew "
; -gas " daughter-in-law "

[52]). Furthermore, the two

terms for
l

' mother's sibling " (16,17) are not radically distinct, but are

based on a single stem -dju-. On the basis of the internal Wiyot evidence

alone, therefore, it is difficult to avoid the hypothesis that Wiyot origi-

nally had but two terms for the class, one for the uncle (-djo-k or *-dju-,

with special reference to the maternal uncle), the other for the aunt

(-bau-k, with special reference to the paternal aunt). The other two
terms are of secondary origin. In any event Wiyot does not possess the

tvpical Californian four-term system, but looks as though it had effected

a compromise between such a system and the two-term Yurok system.

The Algonkin facts are roughly parallel to the Wiyot ones. There is

evidently no primary Algonkin term for " father's brother. '" The Gree

term is merely a diminutive of " grandmother "
(7) ; the Ojibwa term

is closely related to that for " grandfather "
(6) ; the Gros Ventre

identify the paternal uncle with the father (as the maternal aunt with

the mother) ; while the Penobscot have a term without wide-spread

cognates, perhaps a descriptive term compounded with the common ele-

ment (zv)i'dj- " together with. " There is a distinctive term in all Algon-

kin dialects for the maternal uncle. There is probably a primary Algon-

kin term for the maternal aunt (*-lo-ss-^), preserved, e. g., in Cree and

Ojibwa, but the most common term for the paternal aunt (*-se-giu-ess-),
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as we have already seen, is a derivative of the term for the maternal uncle

(the Penobscot term for " father's sister " is merely a form of that for

" grandmother "). In other words, it looks as though the primary

Algonkin system was a two-term one, including one for the uncle

(with special reference, as in Wiyot, to the maternal uncle), the other

for the aunt (with special reference to the maternal aunt). As regards

etymology, we may note once again that the Algonkin term for" mother's

brother " is related to the Yurok term for " uncle "and the Wiyot terms

for " mother's siblings, " while the Algonkin (Cree-Ojibwa) term for

" mother's sister " is probably cognate to the Yurok term for " aunt.
"

5. Wiyot and Yurok agree in having respectively undifferentiated

terms for " nephew " and " niece, " which are distinguished from each

other as such (19-21 ; 22-24). I believe, however, that Kroeber is not

quite correct in denying to Yurok reciprocity of the uncle-nephew class.

The term for " nephew, " -k-tsum, can hardly be disconnected from that

for " uncle, " -tsim, -tsame-. It is possible also that the term for" niece,
"

-rame-ts, is also related to -tsame- (see I, 19, 21), but this is less probable.

In any case the reciprocity is linguistically obscure ; it is a linguistic

survival rather than an actual descriptive fact.

In Wiyot there can be no doubt that the terms for " nephew " are

related to terms of the uncle class. As we have already seen, -gau

" nephew " corresponds to -ga-tck " father's brother, " a diminutive

formation; the other term for " nephew, " -djuu-tck, is an analogous dimi-

nutive formation based on -dju-, the stem of the terms for " mother's

brother " and " mother's sister. " Of the two equivalent terms for

" niece, " one, -ukuik, which I have ventured to suggest is to be

interpreted as -ukwa-tck, may be a diminutive formation from the stem

-oka- " mother, daughter " (2,5) ; the other, -salibas, is a distinctive term,

possibly descriptive.

In Algonkin proper a distinction is normally made between parallel

nephews (and nieces) and cross nephews (and nieces). If we examine

the terms carefully, we see almost at once that the relationships of the

parallel nephew class (19, 20, 22, 23) are, without exception, properly

terms, or derivatives of terms, of the child class (see 3, 4, and 5 [Pen.]).

Moreover, the Algonkin dialects differ considerably in the exact choice

of terms. This seems to indicate that there were no primary Algonkin

terms for " parallel nephew " and " parallel niece, ' but that an

original two-term system (" nephew " and " niece ") was overlaid at

various times by a more complex system that necessarily followed in the

wake of the secondary four-term system for the uncle class, the different

dialects naturally choosing terms out of the child class that did not
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alwavs agree. It is entirely different whith the cross nephews and

nieces. The Algonkin dialects consistently distinguish the cross nephew

21 ) from the cross niece (24) and give unimpeachable testimony for

the existence in primitive Algonkin of terms for these relationships

(*-!t'kwd-, *-lck:m-lt-- " cross nephew " and *-ssem- or *-'ssem- " cross

niece'i. I have already tried to show that the former of these terms is

reciprocally related to the Algonkin term for l< mother's sister" (origi-

nallv " aunt " in general?) and that the latter, like its linguistic cognate

in Ynrok -nunc-, cf. also -k-tsuni) is perhaps remotely connected with

the term for " mother's brother" (originally '' uncle " in general?). The

linguistic evidence within Algonkin proper for an original two-term sys-

tem for the nephew class (" nephew, " later specialized to " cross

nephew ;

" " niece, " later specialized to cross niece '') is thus by no

means bad. Fundamentally, then, primitive Algonkin would seem to

agree with Wiyot and Yurok in: I, rigidly distinguishing sex in the

nephew class ; 2, recognizing only two primary terms in the class ; 3,

reciprocity, no longer immediately obvious in Yurok and Algonkin,

between " nephew " and the uncle class (possibly also between " niece
"

and the old term for " uncle "). If there is an absolutely distinctive

proto-Algonkin term for the nephew class, it is the term for " niece

that survives in Yurok -rame-ts " niece " and Algonkin *-ssem-, Cree

-Stint " cross-niece.

6. Leaving aside Wiyot, which has a simplified sibling system (one

term) that is rare and perhaps unparalleled in America, we find that the

treatmentof the sibling class (29-35) is strangely analogous in Yurok and

Algonkin. In both groups the terms for sibling fall into two distinct

classes. In the (irst class (29-31) regard is primarily had to the relative

ages of the siblings, in the second class (32-35) to the sexes of the

siblings (both of person related and of person related to). Further, within

the first class of terms, the sex of the person related is distinguished if

senior, not distinguished if junior. In other words, Yurok and Algonkin

proper have perfectly analogous terms for " older brother, ' " older

sister, "and " younger sibling; " further, specific terms for " brother "

(of male and female respectively) and for " sister " (of male and female

respectively). The distribution of these latter terms is not, to be sure,

entirely analogous in Yurok and Algonkin. In Yurok there are distinctive

terms for " man's brother, " " man's sister, "and a stem (-lai, -/e-) for

" woman's sibling " (specialized to -le-t " woman's sister "), while in

Cree (less clearly in Ojibwa) the cross-sex system is used (" man's brother
"

and " woman's sister " [32. 33] :
" woman's brother " and " man's

sister "
[34,35]). However, for these terms the Algonkin dialects, as
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indicated in the table (32-35), are not altogether in accord. There seem

to be two terms that are likely to be primary Algonkin words : a stem

*-awf- to indicate the cross sibling (34,35 [Gree, OjibwaJ, cf. Yurok

-weyi-is " man's sister ") ; and a term found in Eastern Algonkin dialects

(e. g. 34 [Pen. -al-n-um), cf. Yurok -lai, -le-t) to indicate, specifically,

the woman's brother. The terms for " man's brother " and " woman's
sister " probably denote throughout simply " companion, person of

same status (in sex and generation). " This is manifestly true of the

Algonkin terms (32,33) and is made very probable for Yurok -pa (32)

by its linguistic relationship to Wiyot -be, abe " cousin" (36; see also

I, 16).

There are other similarities revealed by the table, e. g. the identity of

the " wife's brother " and the " man's sister's husband "
(53) ; further,

the classing of the " man's sister-in-law " with the " woman's brother-

in-law " (55,56 : Yurok -tsni-n, -tsna). But it is well in a confessedly pre-

liminary study like the present one not to insist on doubtful or unspeci-

fic points of similarity. Considering the geographical and cultural break

between the Wiyot and Yurok of northwestern California and the main

body of Algonkin tribes, no one, I believe, could hope to find a greater

linguistic and terminological resemblance between the kinship terms of

these two groups of tribes, granted that they are linguistica y related,

than we have actually found in the course of our study.
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